Move Heavy Loads with Confidence
Ready to Assist in the Transport of Especially Long or Heavy Loads
High Transit supplies the shipping fleet functions for High Steel Structures
LLC, High Concrete Group LLC, and High Steel Service Center LLC.
Additionally, we partner with other heavy hauling companies to provide a
wide range of turn-key heavy hauling services.
We offer in-house engineering for load stress analysis, routing analysis from
origin to destination, permit ordering, escort trucks and drivers, certified
mechanics, and management of each move, providing updates on load
movement, progress, and timing of arrival.

Services with a “Turn-Key” Approach
Our experienced team will handle all aspects of a load's move from routing
analysis through delivery. Our services include engineered load
configuration drawings for permitting, routing analysis from origin to
destination, geometric surveys for New York City, permit ordering with all
state owners and municipalities, platform and portable scales to ensure
loading weights are within limits, certified in-house escorting fleet with
flagger training, certified mechanics to anticipate any issues during
operations, management of each move, 35 certified escort vehicles,
CDL-licensed drivers who have also completed escorting certification, and
variable message sign trucks available for supermove requirements

Equipped for Heavy-Haul Challenges
Our fleet of rolling stock includes more than 280 specialized trailers to meet
most transportation requirements, including double-drop spread axle
trailers with a 100-ton capacity. We have 27 triaxle and quad-axle power
units, stretch trailers, jeeps, air-axle assemblies, and steerable dollies.
Various additional fixtures are available to accommodate special moves.

Active Participant in Key Industry Organizations
Specialized Carriers and Rigging Association, an international trade
association of nearly 1,300 member companies from 43 nations. Members
are involved in specialized transportation, machinery moving and erecting,
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industrial maintenance, millwrighting, crane and rigging operations,
manufacturing and rental.
Pennsylvania Motor Truck Association identifies the key issues that
impact the trucking industry, and fights to preserve and strengthen the
trucking industry in Pennsylvania as part of a national, integrated network of
trucking associations and affiliates.

Previous page, L-R: Stretch trailer en route to the
Governor Mario M. Cuomo (Tappan Zee) Bridge
project in Westchester-Rockland Counties, N.Y.; a
tank is loaded on a double-drop trailer; 16-axle
two-bolster steerable dolly heading for the
Kosciuszko Bridge project in New York City.

American Trucking Associations is the national trade association of the
trucking industry. Through a federation of other trucking groups, industryrelated conferences, and its 50 affiliated state trucking associations, ATA
represents more than 37,000 members including every type of motor carrier
in the United States.

High Transit in the News
Our leaders are recognized industry experts. We welcome opportunities to
speak, participate in moderated discussions, and are available for comment.
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